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Abstract 
We describe an efficient implementation of a CTL • model-checking algorithm based 
on alternating automata. We use this to check properties of an asynchronous mi
cropipeline design described in the Rainbow framework, which operates at the mi
cropipeline level and leads to compact models of the hardware. We also use alternat
ing automata to characterise the expressive power and model-checking complexity 
for sub-logics of CTL •. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

There is renewed interest in asynchronous hardware design, in particular at the VLSI 
chip level (Birtwistle & Davis 1995, Asy 1997), as an alternative to the (globally 
clocked) synchronous approach which has dominated the recent past. The asyn
chronous approach potentially offers low-power, high speed design, which is be
coming increasingly difficult with synchronous systems for the sizes of design pos
sible due to the advances in processing technology. This new interest has coin
cided with the emergence of new asynchronous design methodologies, in particu
lar Sutherland's (1989) Micropipeline technique. This has been used successfully to 
develop significant designs, including asynchronous versions of the ARM micropro
cessor (Furber 1995, Furber et al. 1997) developed by the AMULET Group at the 
University of Manchester. 

However, designers are hampered by the current lack of suitable specialised design 
representations for asynchronous systems, and support or analysis tools for checking 
properties such as equivalence or deadlock-freedom, the latter being of particular 
concern to the asynchronous design community. 

We have developed the Rainbow asynchronous design framework (Barringer et al. 
1996, Barringer et al. 1997) as a means of giving compact abstract descriptions of 
micropipeline designs. From these, we can generate state-based models for analysis 
using automated model-checking tools. Of course, model-checking suffers in general 
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from some manifestation of the state-space explosion problem (even though this can 
sometimes be reduced by the use of special encodings, such as BDDs, and/or par
tial order techniques). This explosion is exacerbated by the large size of the design, 
and/or by the size and kind of property to be checked; for example, more expres
siveness in the property language can lead to an explosion in size of the representing 
automaton. 

Temporal logics are popular property-description languages since they can describe 
event orderings without having to introduce time explicitly. There are two main kinds 
of temporal logics: linear and branching (Lamport 1980). In linear temporal logics, 
each moment in time has a unique possible future, while in branching temporal log
ics, each moment in time has several possible futures. We adopt as our property 
language the branching time temporal logic CTL • that can express both linear and 
branching time properties. 

Nondeterministic automata have traditionally been the automata of choice when 
translating temporal formulas to automata (Vardi & Wolper l986b, Vardi & Wolper 
1994). However, for both branching and linear time temporal logics, there is an expo
nential increase when going from formulas to nondeterministic automata. Although 
this may be acceptable in the linear case, where model checking for the proposi
tional linear time temporal logic (LTL) is known to be PSPACE-complete (Sistla & 
Clarke 1985), it is not for branching time where the well-known logic CTL has a lin
ear time model checking algorithm (Clarke et al. 1986). Recently it has been shown 
that alternating automata on infinite trees, first introduced in Muller et al. (1986), 
is a solution for efficient translation of branching time temporal logics to automata 
(Vardi 1995, Bernholtz et al. 1994, Bernholtz 1995, Bernholtz & Vardi 1995). In this 
paper we will describe an implementation of Bernholtz's ( 1995) translation of CTL • 
to alternating automata•. We will then use the alternating automata as the basis for 
novel and efficient CTL and CTL • model checking algorithms, which have also been 
implemented. 

Our approach therefore aims to reduce the size of both the design and property mod
els. Firstly, the abstract design representation using Rainbow reduces the size of the 
design model, and secondly we define sub-logics of CTL* for which linear sized al
ternating automata exist that also allow for efficient model checking. This will be il
lustrated using a simplified version of the AMULET 1 address interface (Paver 1994); 
we show this to be deadlock-free, whereas an earlier version of the design contains 
a deadlock. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First we give the syntax and seman
tics of CTL* and review the theory of alternating automata. In sections 3.2(b) and 
3.3 we discuss our efficient implementations for, respectively, CTL and CTL* model 
checkers, based on the algorithms in Bernholtz ( 1995). We then show how alternat
ing automata can be used to determine sub-logics of CTL* for which linear model 
checking algorithms exist. Section 4 briefly describes the Rainbow framework and 

*To the best of our knowledge this is the first such implementation to have been undertaken. 
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its underlying semantics. The alternating automata model checker is used to analyse 
the address interface design in section 4.2, and the results are compared with those 
obtained from Promela/SPIN (Holzmann 1991 ). 

2 SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF CTL* 

Since CTL • can express both linear and branching time properties, it is more expres
sive than the linear time logic LTL (Lichtenstein & Pnueli 1985) and the branching 
time logic CTL (Clarke et al. 1986). In fact, both these logics are sub-logics of CTL •. 
Here, only positive CTL • formulas will be used, i.e. formulas with negations only 
applied to atomic propositions. There are two types of formula in CTL •: formulas 
whose satisfaction is related to states, state formulas, and those whose satisfaction 
is related to paths, path formulas. Let q E Props, where Props is a set of atomic 
propositions. The syntax of CTL • state (S) and path formulas (P) are given by the 
following BNF rules: 

S ::= true I false I q 1-.q IS 1\ S I SV S I API EP 
p ::= SIPI\PIPVPIXPIPUPIPVP 

A and E are referred to as path quantifiers and X. U and V as path modalities. The 
sub-logics CTL and LTL are now defined as: 

CTL Every path modality is immediately preceded by a path quantifier. 
LTL Formulas AP where the only state sub-formulas of Pare propositions. 

The semantics of CTL • is defined with respect to a Kripke structure 
K = (Props,S,R,so,L), where Props is a set of atomic propositions, Sis a set of 
states, R C S x S is a transition relation that must be total, so is an initial state and 
L : S --t 2Props maps each state to the set of atomic propositions true in that state. A 
path in K is an infinite sequence of states, 1t = so, s1 , s2, ... such that ( Si, Si+ 1) E R for 
i ~ 0. The suffix Si, Si+ 1 , ... of 1t is denoted by 1ti. K, s f= <p indicates that the state 
formula <p holds at state s and K, 1t f= 'ljl indicates the path formula 'ljl holds at the 
path 1t of the Kripke structure K. s f= <p and 1t f= 'ljl are written when K is clear from 
the context. The relation f= is inductively defined as: 

• Vs, s f= true and s pb false 
• s f= p for p E Props iff p E L(s) • s f= -.p for p E Props iff p ¢ L(s) 
• s f= (jlJI\ <pz iff sf= <p1 and s f= <pz • sf= <p1 V <pz iff s f= <p1 or sf= <pz 
• sf= A'ljl iff for every path 1t = so,sl, ... , with so= s, then 1t f= 'ljl. 
• s f= E'ljl iff there exists a path 1t = so, s1, .. . , with so = s, then 1t f= 'ljl 
• 1t f= <p for a state formula <p, iff so f= <p where 1t = so,sl, ... 
• 1t F '\jl) 1\ '\jl2 iff 1t F '\jiJ and 1t F 'V2 • 1t F '\jl) V 'V2 iff 1t F '\jl) or 1t F '\jl2 

• 1t F X'ljl iff 1t1 F= 'ljl 
• 1t F= 'VI U 'ljlz iff 3i ~ 0 such that 1ti F= 'V2 and V j,O ~ j < i, 1tj f= 'VI 
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• 1t f= '\ji'J V '\jf2 iff 'IIi 2: 0 such that 1ti ~ '\jf2 then 3j,O:::; j < i,1tj f= '\ji'J 

Note that V is the dual of U and is only used to express succinct positive form CTI.. • 
formulas. In the rest of the paper the following two abbreviations will also be used: 
Fcp =true U cp and Gcp =false V cp. 

3 AUTOMATA-THEORETIC BRANCHING TIME MODEL 
CHECKING 

Automata over infinite words have long been used as the basis for model checking 
LTI.. formulas (Vardi & Wolper 1986a, Vardi & Wolper 1994). With each LTI.. for
mula a nondeterministic finite automaton over infinite words, Buchi automaton, is 
associated that accepts exactly all the computations that satisfy the formula (Gerth 
et al. 1995). This translation is exponential in th'e size of the formula, but this matches 
the PSPACE complexity of LTI.. model checking. For branching time logics, a trans
lation to automata over infinite trees is required. Here, however, the exponential 
blowup in size of the resulting nondeterministic automata (Vardi & Wolper 1986a) 
is unacceptable, since it is known that for some branching time logics a linear model 
checking algorithm exist (Clarke et al. 1986). Recently it has been shown that al
ternating tree automata are the automata-theoretic counterpart for branching time 
logics (Bernholtz 1995, Vardi 1995, Bernholtz et al. 1994). Not only does the trans
lation into alternating tree automata allow matching of the linear time complexity of 
CTI.. model checking, but also of the space efficiency of CTI.. model checking. Note 
that the original C1L model checking algorithm described in Clarke et al. ( 1986) 
was a bottom-up algorithm that required the whole state space to be kept in mem
ory throughout the procedure. An introduction to the theory of automata on infinite 
trees can be found in Thomas (1990). Alternating automata on infinite trees gener
alise nondeterministic tree automata and were first introduced in Muller et al. ( 1986). 
We now introduce alternating tree automata and show how efficient C1L and CTI.. • 
model checking can then be performed. 

3.1 Alternating Tree Automata 

For a given set X, let B+ (X) be the set of positive Boolean formulas over X (i.e. 
boolean formulas built from elements in X using 1\ and V), where the formulas true 
and false are also allowed. An alternating tree automaton A is a tuple (l;,D,S,B,so,F). 
Here l; is a finite alphabet, D c N is a finite set of branching-degrees, S is a finite 
set of states, so E Sis the initial state, F is the acceptance condition (the type of con
dition depends on the type of alternating automata; two types are discussed below) 
and 8: S x l; x D--+ B+(N x S) is a partial transition function, where 8(s,a,k) E 
B+( {I, ... ,k} x S) for each s E S, a E l; and kED such that 8(s,a,k) is defined. For 
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example, 8(s,a,2) = ((l,sl) V (2,s2)) 1\ ((l,s3) V (2,sl)) can choose between four 
splittings: 

• one copy proceeds in direction 1 in state s1 and another in direction 1 in s3. 

• one copy proceeds in direction 1 in state s1 and another in direction 2 in s1. 

• one copy proceeds in direction 2 in state s2 and another in direction 1 in s3. 

• one copy proceeds in direction 2 in state s2 and another in direction 2 in s1• 

A run r of an alternating automaton A on a tree T is a tree where the root is labelled 
by so and every other node by an element of N x S. For example, taking the transition 
given above then the tree representing the run will have its root labelled by so and the 
nodes at Ievell will include the label (l,sl) or (2,sz) and the label (l,s3) or (2,sl). 
Note that many nodes of r can represent the same node of T. The run is accepting 
if all its infinite paths satisfy the acceptance condition F. For example, let inf( 1t) 

be the set of states that occur infinitely often on the infinite path 1t, then the Biichi 
acceptance condition F ~Swill be satisfied on 1t iff inf(rt) nF :f. 0. 

Muller et al. (1986) introduced weak alternating automata (WAA). A Biichi accep
tance condition, F ~ S, is used for WAA. Furthermore, there exists a partition of S 
into disjoint sets, S;, such that each S; is either an accepting set, i.e. S; ~ F, or is a 
rejecting set, i.e. S; n F = 0. A partial order ~ can also be defined between the S; sets, 
in the following manner: for every s E S; and s' E Sj for which s' occurs in 8(s,a,k) 
for some a E I: and kED, it follows that s1 ~ S;. Thus, transitions from aS; either 
lead to states in the same S; or a lower one. An infinite path in the run of a WAA will 
therefore get trapped within someS;; if this S; is accepting then the path satisfies the 
acceptance condition. 

WAA can be used to define linear time algorithms for model checking CTL (Bernholtz 
1995). Bernholtz et al. (1994) defined bounded alternation WAA, that allows also 
space efficient CTL model checking. In fact, it was shown that CTL model checking 
is in NLOGSPACE in the size of the Kripke structure. Since the interest here is in 
CTL* model checking, Hesitant alternating automata (HAA) will be defined as in 
Bernholtz (1995). HAA have an even more restricted transition structure than WAA, 
but a more powerful acceptance condition. As with WAA, there exists a partial order 
between disjoint sets S; of S. Furthermore, each setS; is classified either as transient, 
existential or universal, such that for each S;, and for all s E S;, a E I: and kED the 
following holds: 

S; transient: B(s,a,k) contains no elements from S;. 
S; existential: 8(s,a,k) only contains disjunctively related elements of S;. 
S; universal: 8(s,a,k) only contains conjunctively related elements of S;. 

The acceptance condition is a pair of sets of states, ( G, B). From the above restricted 
structure of HAA it follows that an infinite path, rt, will either get trapped in an 
existential or universal set, S;. The path then satisfies ( G, B) iff either S; is existential 
and inf(rt) n G :f. 0 or is universal and inf(rt) n B = 0. 
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3.2 CTL Model Checking with HAA 

Let us first consider the general algorithm for model checking with alternating au
tomata. Given a branching temporal formula cp and a Kripke structure K with degrees 
inD: 

1. Construct the alternating automaton for the formula, Ao,q>· 
2. Construct the product alternating automaton AK,q> = K x Av,q>· This automaton 

simulates a run of Ao,q~ on the tree induced by the Kripke structure K. 
3. If the language accepted by AK,q> is nonempty then cp holds forK. 

Thus, a non-emptiness check for HAA is required to check CTUCTL • properties in 
K. The general non-emptiness check for HAA cannot be done efficiently (Bernholtz 
1995). Fortunately, taking the product with the Kripke structure K, results in a 1-
letter HAA over words (i.e. a HAA with II:I = 1 and D = { 1} ), for which a non
emptiness check can be done in linear time (Bernholtz 1995). Let us now define 
this product automaton. LetAn,q> = (2Props,D, Qq~,Oq~,qo, (Gq~,Bq~)) be a HAA which 
accepts exactly all the D-trees that satisfy cp and let K = (Props,S,R,so,L) be a 
Kripke structure with degrees in D. The product automaton is then an HAA word 
automaton AK,q> = ( {a}, S x Qq~, o, (s0 ,qo), (S x Gq~, S x Bq~)) where o is defined as: 

• Let Q E Qq~. s E S, succR(s) = (so, ... , s(d(s)- 1)) and 8q~(q,L(s), d(s)) = a. Then 
o((s,q),a) =a', where a' is obtained from a by replacing each atom (c,q') in a 
by (sc,q'). 

(a) Translating CTL to HAA 

First, the closure of a CTL (CTL*) formula cp, cl(cp), is defined as all state sub
formulas of <p including <p but excluding true and false. Given a CTL formula <p and 
a set DC N a HAA Ao,q> = (2Props,D,cl(cp),8,<p, (G,B)) can be constructed such 
that the language Ao,q~ recognised is the set of D-trees satisfying cp. The acceptance 
condition is (G,B), where G is the set of all EV formulas and B is the set of all 
AU formulas in cl(cp). The transition function for all a E 2Props and kED is the 
following: 

• 8(q,a,k)- true if q E a • 8(q,a,k)- false if q f/. a 
• o(-,q,a,k)- true if q f/. a • o(•q,a,k) =false if q E a 
• 0('1'1 A '1'2,a,k) = O('lf!,a,k) A 8('1'2,a,k) 
• 0('1'1 V'1'2,a,k) = 8('\lf!,a,k) V8('1f2,a,k) 
• o(AX'If,a,k) = A:b{c,'lf) • 8(EX'If,a,k) = v:b{c,'lf) 

• 8(A'If! U'lf2,a,k) =O('If2,a,k)V{o('I'I,a,k)At\:6{c,A'Ifl U'lf2)) 

• 8{E'1'1 U '1'2,a,k) = 8('1f2,a,k) V (8('\lfJ,a,k) A V~6(c,E'Ifi U '1'2)) 
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• o(A'\jlt v 'll2,a,k) = o('\jl2,a,k) 1\ (o('\jlt ,a,k) v A:b(c,A'\jlt v '112)) 

• o(E'IIt V'\jl2,a,k) = o('ll2,a,k)l\(o(vt,a,k)vV:6(c,E'\jlt V'\j/2)) 

The special structure of the HAA follows from the fact that each formula 'II in cl ( <p) 
constitutes a singleton set {'II} in the partition and the partial order is defined by 
{'III} :::; { '112} iff 'III E cl('ll2). Note how the existential set is formed by the rules for 
EU and EV and the universal set is formed by AU and AV. Furthermore, since each 
transition from a state '\jlleads to states in cl(V) it must follow that an infinite run 
will get trapped either in an existential or universal set. 

Example 1: Consider the CTL formula <p = AFAGp. For every D c N, the HAA for 
<p is Av,<P = (2{P} ,D, { <p,AGp }, o, <p, ( {}, <p) ), where o is given by: 

q o(q,0,k) o(q,{p},k) 

<p A:6(c,<p) A~:6(c,AGp) v A~:6(c,<p) 

AGp false A:6(c,AGp) 

In state <p and if p holds then the automaton can choose either to assume AGp holds 
or to postpone the eventuality of <p to the future. It would, however, not be able to 
postpone it forever, since this will violate the acceptance condition: <p must be seen 
only finitely often in the Si associated with <p. In state AGp the automaton expects a 
tree in which on all paths p holds. 

(b) Model Checking Algorithm 

An NLOGSPACE-complete CTL model checking algorithm is given in Bemholtz 
et al. (1994). This algorithm, however, is not of linear running time. Here we will 
present a less space efficient algorithm, that is linear in the size of the Kripke struc
ture times the size of the HAA (number of states in the HAA). Our algorithm is goal 
directed, that is to say, only the part of the state space required to satisfy (or inval
idate) the formula is visited. Also, the state space is generated "on-the-fly" and in 
a depth-first manner, similar to the LTL model checker SPIN (Holzmann 1991). A 
stack is kept for all the states in the current path and a hash table for all the states 
that are no longer on the current path, but have been visited before. Due to the depth
first nature of the state generation each state in the hash table also contains a field 
indicating its truth-value. The use of the stack is two-fold: firstly, the state at the top 
of stack is the current state being evaluated, therefore when a state is labelled with 
either true or false it is removed from the stack and stored in the hash table and the 
previous state on the stack becomes the current state; secondly, when a new state is 
generated the stack is used to see if this state can be reached from itself (i.e. it is in a 
loop). This algorithm is more space efficient than the original CfL model checking 
algorithm of Clarke et al. (1986), which required the whole state space to be stored. 
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The model checking algorithm evaluates the boolean expression in the current state 
of the HAA by recursively labelling each successor state. When the truth-value of 
an expression is determined, it is stored in the hash table. This result can then be 
reused when this state is revisited during the evaluation of another expression. This 
is the major difference between our algorithm and the one in Bernholtz et al. (1994): 
there information is not stored and can therefore not be reused; the work needs to 
be redone, and hence the algorithm is not linear. The key point of our efficient CTL 
model checking algorithm is that the partially ordered sets Si of the product automa
ton are distinguishable by the singleton component of the alternating state, i.e. the 
state of An,cp associated with the formula cp. For this reason, we refer to the states of 
the product HAA as either transient, existential or universal, depending on whether 
the part of the state from Ao,<p is transient, existential or universal. This allows effi
cient checking of the acceptance condition: when a new state closes a loop (i.e. is on 
the stack) then the acceptance condition is violated if the state is universal and in B; 
or its satisfied if the state is existential and in G. In essence therefore, we exploit the 
structure of HAA (namely that infinite paths get trapped in a set Si) and the fact that 
the sets Si are singleton in the component of the formula's HAA. In the next section 
it will be shown that for CTL • formulas the sets Si are no longer singleton and the 
algorithm therefore needs to be adjusted, making it less efficient. 

Example 2: Let us now consider checking whether the formulaAFAGp holds in the 
start state (x, p) (a state is described by its name and the propositions true in the state) 
of the following Kripke structure K (where s -t s indicates a state transition): 

(x,p) -t (x,p) (x,p) -t (y,•p) (y,•p) -t (z,p) (z,p) -t (z,p) 

Recall the HAA for AFAGp from Example I. The initial state of An,<p is cp and since 
p holds in state x the following expression must be evaluated: V(AGp,x) VV(cp,x), 
where V( a., stateK) should be read as, evaluate a. in all successors of stateK inK. Let 
us consider the state y to be the first successor of x in which to evaluate AGp; since 
•p holds in y a lookup in the transition table of An,cp returns false. Since AGp is a 
universal state, this means V(AGp,x) is false. Therefore, we now have, that cp holds 
in x iff false V V( cp,x) is true. Now consider the state x itself to be the first successor 
of x in which to evaluate cp. The product state (cp,x) is however on the stack, and 
since it is a universal state and in B, the acceptance condition is violated. Hence 
V( cp, x) is also false and so too then is AFAGp in x. When our model checker tackles 
this problem it evaluates more states, since in both cases it first evaluates state y as 
the first successor of x. Here follows the actual output of the model checker in its 
VERBOSE mode: 

G = {} B = {AF} 
<AF,(x,{p})> = (ForAll<AG,x> OR ForAll<AF,x>) 
Succ(<AG,x>): <AG,y> = FALSE 
Succ(<AF,x>): <AF,(y,{})> = ForAll<AF,y> 
Succ(<AF,y>): <AF,(z,{p})> = (ForAll<AG,z> OR ForAll<AF,z>) 
Succ(<AG,z>): In stack <AG,z>: <AG,z> = TRUE 
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<AF,y> = TRUE 
In stack <AF,x>: 

Invalid 

Part Three Model Checking 

3.3 CTL * Model Checking with HAA 

Here we will only discuss infonnally the translation of CTL • fonnulas into HAA. 
The interested reader is referred to Bemholtz ( 1995) for a detailed analysis of this 
translation. First, maximal state sub-fonnulas of a fonnula cp, max(cp), need to be 
defined: 'ljf is a maximal state sub-fonnula of cp if it is a state sub-fonnula and there 
are no state sub-fonnula of cp for which 'ljf is also a state sub-fonnula. For example, 
let cp- AF(Xq V AFAGp), then max(cp) = {q,AFAGp }. Secondly, observe that com
Elementing a HAA A= (I:,D,Q,o,qo, (G,B)) is A= (I:,D,Q,B,qo, (B,G)), where 
o is defined as switching all the true and false values and the A and V symbols. For 
example, if o(q,a,k) = pV (true A g), then B = pA (falseV g). 

The first step in the translation of cp is to build the HAA for all the fonnulas in 
max( cp). The fonnula cp is now rewritten, as cp', with all the fonnulas in max( cp) 
replaced by atomic propositions. The fonnula cp' now consists of path modalities 
preceded by a path quantifier (A or E) and only has propositions as state fonnula, i.e. 
linear time fonnula preceded by an A or E. Let us consider the case where we have 
a= E'ljf, where 'ljf is a linear time fonnula. lnfonnally, the idea is to build a HAA for 
E'ljf over the alphabet I:'= 2max(a) and then to expand it over the alphabet I: by using 
the HAA for the fonnulas in max( a). For the fonnu1aA'Ijf, a HAA for E•'ljf is built 
in the above fashion and then complemented. In the construction of the HAA for 
E'ljf the crucial point is the construction of a nondetenninistic Biichi word automaton 
that accepts all the infinite words recognised by 'ljf. A simple translation exists from 
this automaton to the HAA for E'ljf (see Bemholtz (1995)). Unfortunately, the Biichi 
word automaton is exponential in the size of the 'ljf (Vardi & Wolper 1994, Gerth 
et al. 1995). This results in the complete translation from a CTI..* fonnula into a 
HAA being exponential. Note that we do not translate the linear time fonnula into an 
alternating Biichi word automaton, even though this translation is known to be linear 
(see section 3.4); this is because the reduction to a 1-letter non-emptiness problem 
is impossible for alternating Biichi word automata, but valid for nondetenninistic 
Biichi word automata (Bemholtz 1995). 

Example 3: Consider the CTL* fonnula cp = AFGp. Since it is of the fonn A'ljf we 
need to negate and complement the HAA for EGF•p. Note that we do not need 
to construct a HAA for the maximal fonnula (•p) since it is already a proposition. 
The nondeterministic Biichi word automaton for GF•p has the following transition 
relationM: 

M(qo, {p}) = M(qJ, {p}) = qo 
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with the accepting set { q1} and the initial state qo. We implemented an optimised 
version of the algorithm given in Gerth et al. (1995) to create Biichi word automata 
from linear time formulas. From this we construct the HAA for EGF..,p: 

q o(q,0,k) o(q,{p},k) 

qo v~:6(c,qt) v~6(c,qo) 

ql v~:6{c,qt) v~6(c,qo) 

with acceptance condition ( { qt}, {}) and initial state qo. Since this HAA is already 
defined over the alphabet 2Props = { 0, p}, all that remains is to complement it to get 
the HAA for cp (call this HAA AAFGp): 

q o(q,0,k) o(q,{p},k) 

qo A~:6(c,qt) A~6{c,qo) 

q1 A~:6(c,qt) A~6(c,qo) 

with acceptance condition ( {}, ( { q1}) and initial state qo. 

This last example was chosen specifically because the formulaAFGp is not express
ible in CTL: in Muller et al. (1988) it is shown that CTL formulas can be translated 
into WAA, but here we show that AFGp cannot be translated into a WAA. Both the 
states qo and q1 in AAFGp are in the same universal set, but only one of them (qt) is in 
the acceptance condition. In a WAA all partially ordered sets must either be accept
ing or rejecting, and this is clearly impossible here, since the universal set is neither 
accepting nor rejecting with regards to the Biichi acceptance condition F = { q1}. A 
consequence of this is of course that the model checking algorithm for CTL, given 
in the previous section, must be extended to handle en..• formulas. Specifically, it 
is no longer sufficient only to consider states in B or G that close loops to be of in
terest when deciding on the satisfaction of the acceptance condition. We now need 
to know whether a state in B and in a universal set is reachable from itself (in which 
case the acceptance fails) or whether a state in G and in an existential set is reachable 
from itself (in which case the acceptance condition is satisfied). We adopted the algo
rithm proposed in Courcoubetis et al. (1992) and implemented in SPIN (Holzmann 
et al. 1996), where a second depth-first search is started whenever a state in a univer
sal (existential) set and in B (G) is backtracked, to see if this state is reachable from 
itself. Note that this second search does not increase the memory required a great 
deal (only a small amount for every state to distinguish between the states reached 
in the first and second search), but the time may double in the worst-case (when no 
cycle is found and all reachable states are visited in the second search). Here follows 
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the output of the model checker when the formula AFGp is checked in the Kripke 
structure of Example 2: 

G = {} B = {ql} 
<q_O,(x,{p})> = ForAll<q_O,x> 
Succ(<q_O,x>): <q_O,(y,{})> = ForAll<q_1,y> 
Succ(<q_1,y>): <q_1,(z,{p})> = ForAll<q_O,z> 
Succ(<q_O,z>): In stack <q_O,z>: <q_O,z> = TRUE 
<q_1 ,z> .. TRUE 
<q_O,y> = TRUE 
In stack <q_O,x>: 
Satisfied 

3.4 Model Checking Sub-Logics of CTL * 

In the previous section it was mentioned that model checking for full CTL • is expo
nential in the size of the formula, since the translation of the linear fragments of the 
formula into a nondeterministic Buchi word automaton is exponential. It was also 
mentioned that translating a linear time formula to alternating Buchi word automata 
is linear, but the non-emptiness problem for these automata cannot be reduced to the 
1-letter non-emptiness problem required for efficient model checking. The question 
is therefore: is there a sub-logic of LTL for which the non-emptiness problem of the 
associated alternating word automata can be reduced to the 1-letter non-emptiness 
problem? Here we show that such a sub-logic does exist and can be used to define 
a sub-logic of CTL • for which model checking can be done in linear time. The con
struction of this logic is based on the observation that nondeterministic Biichi word 
automata can only express existential choice, whereas alternating Biichi word au
tomata can express both universal and existential choice. Let us first consider the 
translation of LTL formula into alternating Biichi word automata (Vardi 1995). 

Given an LTL formula cp, an alternating Biichi word automatonAcp = (2Props, S, so, S, F) 
can be constructed such that the language it accepts is exactly the set of infinite words 
satisfying cp. The set Sis all the sub-formulas of cp and the acceptance condition F 
includes all sub-formulas of the form '1'1 V '1'2· The transition relation, S, is defined 
as follows: 

• S(q,a)- true if q E a • S(q,a)- false if q (/.a 
• S(..,q,a)- true if q (/.a • S(..,q,a)- false if q E a 

• S('!ft l\'\jf2,a) = S('!ft,a) I\S('If2,a) • S('!ft V'\jf2,a) = S('!ft,a) VS('\jf2,a) 

• S(X'If,a) ='If 
• S('!ft U '1f2,a) = S('ljf2,a) V (S('!ft,a) 1\ '\If! U '1'2) 
• S('!ft V '1'2,a) = S('lf2,a) 1\ (S('Ift,a) V'lft V '1'2) 
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The universal and existential choice can be seen here in the fact that both 1\ (univer
sal) and V (existential) connectives appear in the transition relation. In Vardi (1995) it 
is proved that translating alternating Biichi word automata to nondeterministic Biichi 
word automata is exponential. We therefore need to restrict the form of the LlL for
mulas such that only existential choice can be expressed, i.e. 1\ connectives are not 
to be allowed in the transition relation. This would mean we create nondetermin
istic Buchi word automata for free when applying the above translation from the 
restricted LlL formulas to alternating Biichi word automata. The translation rules 
for the following three path modalities can produce 1\ connectives: '\lfl 1\ 'lf2, '1'1 U '112 
and '1'1 V '112· From the translation rules for these we can see the restricted form 
should be: prop 1\ 'If, prop U 'If and 'If V prop, where prop is either a proposition or 
the negation of a proposition. The following sub-logiC of en.•, called LinearCTL* 
here, can therefore be translated to HAA in linear time: 

S .. - true I false I q l•q I SASI SV SIAPA I EPE 
PE ::= SISAPEIPEVPEIXPEISUPEIPEVS 
PA ::= s I PA 1\PA I sv PA I XPA I PA us I sv PA 

Note also that the HAA created from LinearCTL* formulas has the same special 
structure we exploited for the efficient checking of acceplfUlce conditions for CTL 
(section 3.2(b)). Namely, all existential and universal sets are singleton sets. This 
allows our en. model checker to check formulas ofLinearCTL*. It is also interest
ing to note that LinearCTL* is a sub-logic ofLeftCTI..* defined in Schneider (1997). 
There the idea was to find sub-logics of C1L • for which a translation exists to en.. 
LeftClL • is such a logic, but with a potential exponential blowup in the size of 
the resulting C1L formula. LinearCTL*is the sub-logic of LeftClL* for which this 
translation is linear. The difference between LinearCTL • and LeftClL • is that the 
latter includes PE 1\ PE and PA V PA formulas, which explains why the translation to 
ClL will be exponential. 

4 RAINBOW DESIGNS 

We can now apply the above model-checking approach to asynchronous hardware 
designs, checking that they have the required behaviour, expressed as a en. • for
mula, and that they do not suffer from problems such as deadlock. We first outline 
the Rainbow framework for giving compact design representations, and then illus
trate how this can lead to a reduction in the size of model generated. 

The Rainbow asynchronous design framework offers a suite of unified design and 
modelling languages for giving mixed-view hierarchical descriptions of asynchronous 
micropipeline systems. Rainbow includes a control-flow sequential language, called 
Yellow, that is similar to occam (Bums 1988), but uses an Ada-like rendezvous. A 
(static) dataflow-style language called Green uses micropipeline communication as 
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primitive, thus hiding lower-level handshaking control components- we will con
centrate on the latter here. 

Micropipeline communication between sender and receiver components involves a 
3-part handshake, with a request control signal from the sender indicating that it is 
ready to offer some data, the receiver reading the data, and then giving an acknowl
edge signal to the sender once this is complete. In Rainbow, the micropipeline com
munication is atomic, both at the user-language level- only a single (data) channel 
and the data transfer activity on the channel is seen by the designer - and at the 
semantics level. In other description methods, such as CCS (Milner 1989), occam or 
Promela, then the full handshake must be explicitly encoded, by the user and in the 
semantics, because the communication primitive is simply a synchronisation. 

Green includes a (state-full) buffer node which can either read a value on its input 
channel when empty, or output a value when full. Other nodes are stateless; once the 
required values are present on their inputs, then the outputs can be generated, but the 
inputs are not released until all the outputs have been consumed. There is no implicit 
buffering between nodes. 

A common underlying formal semantics for the component languages is given via a 
process term language called APA using SOS-style transition rules. The semantics 
ensures that full interworking between components is supported at the micropipeline 
level, and provides the basis for formal analysis of designs. This will be used below 
to construct the automaton representing the address interface example. 

4.1 Example: Address Interface 

Figure 1 shows the top-level hierarchical Green dataflow description of a simpli
fied version of the AMULETl microprocessor address interface (Paver 1994). We 
first outline its behaviour: it performs several functions, combined (so that only one 
memory address port MemOut is required on the processor). It generates sequences 
of increasing PC addresses, by cycling values through PC-MemAddr-lnc; these are 
used to fetch sequential instructions from memory. It may also receive external re
quests (from the execute unit in the processor) modelled by the EXEJnput node- in 
these cases, Arb suspends the normal PC value generation. This may introduce data 
read/write address values, which need to be passed to MemOut but do not enter the 
loop. Also, branch addresses can be input, so that the old PC value is replaced by 
the new new branch value- it is therefore necessary to identify 'old' and 'new' PC 
values, and this is achieved by tagging them with a 'colour', toggling this for every 
new value. The Fork node only passes on to MemAddr those PC values which match 
the current colour, and discards those that do not. The Lock node ensures that a new 
branch PC value can only be introduced when the old value has been discarded. In 
this model, we are interested mainly in the control and flow of address values in the 
interface, and so we can ignore the actual values given for each address, simply rep-
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Figure 1 Green Description of Address Interface 

resenting each one by its type (PC address or Data address) and its colour (red or 
green). 

The design has the following state-full components: it has three data-buffers- 2 in 
the PC node (PC1, PC2), and MemAddr. Nodes Fork and EXEJnput store copies of 
the current colour and the Lock token is used to control branch address generation. 

This version with 2 buffers in PC will be shown below to be deadlock-free. However 
an earlier '!-buffer' version can be shown to deadlock. 

4.2 Analysis 

A state machine representing the address interface is extracted from the Green de
scription. This contains only the states of the buffers indicated above. The outputs 
MemOut and Throw are also modelled as buffers that immediately empty. 

The alternating automaton model-checker (AltMC) can now be used to analyse the 
properties of the design. The results are shown in Table 4.2, giving the number of 
states that need to be stored for a selection of formulae for both the 2-buffer and 
1-buffer versions of the interface. 

The Green version of the interface only has 32 reachable states*. In this example, 
deadlock-freedom can be checked by 'AG(EF init) ',where init is the initial state 
(row 1 in Table 4.2). A second useful property to be checked is that if there is a value 
in PC, then either it has the wrong colour and will be discarded by Fork (i.e. it will 
reach Throw) or it will again reach PC (row 2). However, this is invalid, since Arb may 

'The model-checker can be utilised to determine the number of states simply by having it search the whole 
state-space for a proposition that is known to be false, for example 'EF(p:f) ',where p:f rt L(s), and s are 
all the states in the model. 
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Design Formula AltMC SPIN 

I 2-buf AG(EFinit) 53 7615 (deadlock) valid 
2 2-buf AG(PC => AXAF(Throw V PC)) 37 375 invalid 
3 2-buf AG(PC => A(GF(DataAddr) 42 15710 valid 

V XF(Throw V PC))) 

4 1-buf AG(EF init) 19 5 I (deadlock) invalid 

Table 1 Analysis Results 

(unfairly) choose forever to accept data address values (DataAddr) from EXEJnput. 

When this possibility is allowed for in the formula ('GF (DataAddr)' in row 3) then 
the property is valid*. Finally, the deadlock in the 1-buffer version of the address 
interface is found (row 4). 

4.3 Using Promela/SPIN to Check Properties 

The address interface was also modelled in Promela, the input language of the LTL 
model checker SPIN. Promela simply uses synchronisation as the atomic communi
cation between channels. This exposes the handshaking protocol between the compo
nents that was hidden in the Green model; consequently the address interface model 
much larger (7615 states). Since it is impossible to express the formula AG(EF in it) in 
LTL, we use the built-in deadlock detection function in SPIN. The other two formu
las checked are translated into LTL by simply removing the 'A' path quantifier. The 
results from SPIN are also shown in Table 4.2. It would also be interesting to com
pare results with those obtained from a CCS model of the address interface, using 
the approach advocated in Liu ( 1995). 

5 CONCLUSION 

We have presented an implementation of an efficient automata-theoretic CTL • model 
checker (which to the best of our knowledge is also the first such implementation). 
We have also shown how this model checker can be used to check properties of an 
abstraction of an address-interface from a real-world asynchronous processor. No 
LTL or CTL model checker could have been used for this task, since one of the 
formulas (of the form AGEF p) is not expressible in LTL, and another (of the form 
AG(p => A(GFqV XFr))) is not expressible in CTL. 

The theory of alternating automata is also shown to be a useful basis for determining 

•Note that strong fairness caunot be expressed in en. and so property 3 is not expressible in en.. 
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the expressive power and model checking complexity of sub-logics of CTL •. For ex
ample, we show that there exists a sub-logic of CTI.. *, LinearCTL •, that has a linear 
translation to alternating automata and can be model checked by the algorithm for 
CTI.. formulas, by examining the alternating automata produced by the translation 
of CTL * formulas in general. One of the advantages of using alternating automata 
is that we do not need syntax-directed translations between sub-logics in CTI..* and 
CTI.. formulas, as used in (Schneider 1997, Bemholtz & Grumberg 1994), to show 
that efficient model checking algorithms exist for these sub-logics, but rather we sim
ply translate them into alternating automata and check these to see if they conform 
to the requirements for efficient CTI.. model checking. This approach was taken to 
show that CTI..2 can be checked by a CTL model checker: all the translations given 
in Bernholtz & Grumberg (1994) were shown to hold by simply generating the alter
nating automata for the CTL • formula and translating these automata back to CTI.., 
thus avoiding the cumbersome proofs required in (Bernholtz & Grumberg 1994) 
to show the translations to be valid. The only formula (AFGp) for which the trans
lation back to CTL did not work (since it cannot be expressed by CTI..) is shown 
to have an efficient model checking algorithm of linear complexity (Bemholtz & 
Grumberg 1994). Future work in this area will be concerned with finding even more 
expressive logics with efficient model checking algorithms, by exploiting the theory 
of alternating automata. 

We have demonstrated that the Rainbow design framework is capable of producing 
compact models directly from asynchronous hardware descriptions given in its user
level languages. This shows the potential benefits of using an abstract application
specific language/framework for modelling micropipelines, instead of employing ex
isting general-purpose languages and explicitly encoding the micropipeline hand
shake. 
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